Suppose we are given a graph G = (V, E) and a set of terminals K ⊂ V . We consider the problem of constructing a graph H = (K, EH) that approximately preserves the congestion of every multicommodity flow with endpoints supported in K. We refer to such a graph as a flow sparsifier. We prove that there exist flow sparsifiers that simultaneously preserve the congestion of all multicommodity flows within an O(log k/ log log k)-factor where |K| = k. This bound improves to O(1) if G excludes any fixed minor. This is a strengthening of previous results, which consider the problem of finding a graph H = (K, EH) (a cut sparsifier ) that approximately preserves the value of minimum cuts separating any partition of the terminals. Indirectly our result also allows us to give a construction for better quality cut sparsifiers (and flow sparsifiers). Thereby, we immediately improve all approximation ratios derived using vertex sparsification in [14] .
INTRODUCTION
Suppose we are given an n-node graph G = (V, E) and a set of terminals K ⊂ V . We consider the problem of constructing a graph H = (K, EH) on just the terminal set K that approximately preserves the congestion of every multicommodity flow with endpoints supported in K. We refer to such a graph as a flow sparsifier.
Background
The notion of exactly representing or approximately preserving certain combinatorial properties of a graph G on a simpler graph is ubiquitous in combinatorial optimization, and has many applications in theoretical computer science (since such representations are often used to design faster and/or better approximation algorithms). For example, Mader's theorem implies that if we are only interested in the pair-wise minimum cuts between terminals -i.e. for all a, b ∈ K, the minimum cut separating a and b in G -then there is a capacitated graph H = (K, EH) that preserves all such cuts exactly. Additionally, elegant generalizations of Mader's theorem are given in [7] , and these results are applied to some problems in network design which require subgraph solutions to be simple, or are subject to degree constraints.
Benczúr and Karger [3] proved that there is a capacitated graph H = (V, EH) on O(n log n) edges that approximates all cuts in G = (V, E) to within a 1 + factor, and gave a construction for such graphs that runs in nearly linear time. These results are now a common pre-processing step used to speed up the run-time of many algorithms and approximation algorithms (e.g. [3] , [13] ). Additionally, Chew [8] introduced the notion of a spanner -a sparse graph that approximates the shortest path distances in the original graph -and gave applications to motion planning in the plane. Related notions of spanners have long been studied in access control, property testing and data structures (see [4] ). Spielman and Teng [16] gave a nearly-linear time algorithm for constructing weighted graphs on a nearly-linear number of edges that approximately preserve the Laplacian. These results are improved in [15] and in [2] , and approximately preserving the Laplacian is an important step in devising nearly-linear time algorithms for solving diagonally dominant systems of linear equations [16] .
Moitra [14] considered the problem of constructing a graph H = (K, EH) that approximately preserves the values of minimum cuts separating any partition of the terminals. We refer to such a graph as a cut sparsifier. Approximation algorithms can be run on H as a proxy for the original graph, thereby yielding the first poly(log k)-approximation algorithms (or competitive ratios) for cut and flow problems such as l-multicut, requirement cut, various linear arrangement problems and Steiner oblivious routing. These results give approximation guarantees (or competitive ratios) that are independent of the size of the underlying graph, and only depend poly-logarithmically on the number of "interesting" nodes.
Our Results
In this paper we strengthen the results in [14] by finding a graph H = (K, EH) (that we call a flow sparsifier) that approximately preserves the congestion of every multicommodity flows with endpoints supported in K (rather than just requiring the value of minimum cuts separating any partition of the terminals to be preserved). Flow sparsifiers can be obtained from cut sparsifiers, with some degradation in quality corresponding to how well multicommodity flows are approximated by sparsest cuts. Here we consider flow sparsification directly, and are able to achieve the same quality guarantee for this stronger condition on flows as the previous work achieved for the weaker condition on just cuts.
The Quality of a Flow Sparsifier
Throughout this paper, we will consider only demand vectors whose endpoints are supported in the set K.
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a set of terminals K ⊂ V , we say that a graph H = (K, EH) is a flow sparsifier if every demand vector that is feasible in G is also feasible in H. Then we define the quality of a flow sparsifier H as the worst-case ratio of the congestion of a flow in G to the congestion of the flow in H. So the quality of a flow sparsifier represents how well H approximates G as a flow network. In Section 3, we prove:
In Section 2.2 we demonstrate that this notion of a flow sparsifier is stronger than the notion of a cut sparsifier in [14] . Following the method in [14] , we prove this existential result by analyzing a zero-sum game. We note that in [14] , the question of bounding the game value is transformed to a question about the integrality gap of the linear program [6] for the 0-extension problem. Yet only 1-metrics arise as metric costs in analyzing this game. But by allowing more expressive metric spaces, we are able to encode a game that attempts to preserve the congestion of multicommodity flows, which allows us to prove stronger results.
From this, we can directly improve the competitive ratio of Steiner oblivious routing by an O(log k) factor over previous results. With further effort, this result also allows us to write a stronger linear program for the problem of actually constructing a good flow sparsifier. Consequently, we can simplify the approximate separation oracles in [14] and give a construction for better quality flow sparsifiers: Theorem 2. For any capacitated graph G = (V, E) and any set K ⊂ V of size k, there is a polynomial (in n and k) time algorithm to construct an O(
The quality of these flow sparsifiers improves upon the quality of the cut sparsifiers in previous results by a factor ofÕ(log 1.5 k). Thereby, we can immediately improve the approximation ratios given in [14] for requirement-cut, lmulticut, and generalizations of min-cut linear arrangement and minimum linear arrangement by a factor ofÕ(log 1.5 k). Independently, Gupta, Nagarajan, and Ravi [10] have given an approximation algorithm for requirement cut that is also independent of the size of the graph, and improves upon the approximation algorithm implied by this paper.
Limits to Flow Sparsification
As we have noted above, many combinatorial properties of a graph G can be represented exactly or approximated within a constant factor on a smaller graph. In Section 6 we prove that the congestion of each multicommodity flow (with endpoints supported in K) is a rare example of a combinatorial property that cannot be approximated within a constant factor on a smaller graph. In particular, our main result is:
Theorem 3. For infinitely many values of k, there is a graph G = (V, E) and a set K ⊂ V of size k for which any flow sparsifier has quality at least Ω(log log k)
The proof of this theorem relies on a technique (which we refer to as oblivious dual certifcates and we introduce in Section 5) for proving super-constant congestion lower bounds against many multicommodity flows at once. To prove that no flow sparsifier of quality better than Ω(log log k) exists, we use oblivious dual certificates to refute many candidate flow sparsifiers at once. Specifically, these certificates constrain how the neighborhood of a terminal in a good flow sparsifier can grow, and we piece these local constraints together to derive a global contradiction.
Despite the long list of results on multicommodity flows, sparsest cut, and discrete metric spaces, no super-constant lower bound on the quality of a flow sparsifier was known prior to this work. We consider this a fundamental and natural question in the study of multicommodity flows. Our result implies that approximation algorithms for multicommodity flow-type problems designed by a black box reduction to a "uniform" case on k nodes (see [14] for examples) must incur a super-constant cost in the approximation ratio.
Network Coding
Here we briefly describe a somewhat surprising connection of this work to network coding theory. In this paper, we prove that there are O( the rates of all network coding problems with endpoints supported in K to within a ν-factor.
In general undirected graphs, we do not know if the network coding rate equals the multicommodity flow rate, yet for the existential results on flow sparsifiers that we present here, we automatically preserve the network coding rate at least as well as the multicommodity flow rate. We defer the proof of this theorem, and the implications for network coding to the full version of our paper.
MAXIMUM CONCURRENT FLOW
An instance of the maximum concurrent flow problem consists of an undirected graph G = (V, E), a subset K ⊂ V of terminals, a capacity function c : E → + that assigns a non-negative capacity to each edge, and a set of demands {(si, ti, fi)} where si, ti ∈ K and fi is a non-negative demand. The maximum concurrent flow question asks, given such an instance, what is the largest fraction of the demand that can be simultaneously satisfied? This problem can be formulated as a polynomial-sized linear program, and hence can be solved in polynomial time. However, a more natural formulation of the maximum concurrent flow problem can be written using an exponential number of variables:
For any a, b ∈ V let P a,b be the set of all (simple) paths from a to b in G. Then the maximum concurrent flow problem and the corresponding dual can be written as :
For a maximum concurrent flow problem, let λ * denote the optimum. Let |K| = k. Then for a given set of demands {si, ti, fi}, we associate a vector f ∈ ( k 2 ) in which each coordinate corresponds to a pair (x, y) ∈`K 2´a nd the value fx,y is defined as the demand fi for the terminal pair si = x, ti = y.
Or equivalently congG( f ) is the minimum C s.t. f can be routed in G and the total flow on any edge is at most C times the capacity of the edge.
Throughout we will use the notation that graphs G1, G2 (on the same node set) are "summed" by taking the union of their edge set (and allowing parallel edges).
Flow Sparsifiers
So a vertex sparisifer is a "better" flow network than the original graph, in the sense that all demands (with endpoints supported in K) that are routable in G (with congestion at most 1) can also be routed in H.
We also make a simple, but very useful observation that if we are given H = (K, EH) such that H is a flow sparsifier for G = (V, E), then there is a well-defined notion of the hardest flow (feasible in H) to route in G. So we can express the quality of H as a single maximum concurrent flow problem: 
then the quality of H (as a flow sparsifier) is congG( H).
So this allows us to restate our main theorem as:
Flow Sparsifiers are also Cut Sparsifiers
Here we prove that this notion of a flow sparsifier is stronger than the notion of a cut sparsifier in [14] : Suppose we are given an undirected, capacitated graph G = (V, E) and a set
We define the function hK : 2 K → + which we refer to as the terminal cut function on K:
The combinatorial interpretation of the terminal cut function is that hK (A) is just the minimum edge cut separating A from K − A in G. Note that A is required to be a subset of K.
In particular, we prove that if G is an α-quality flow sparsifier then G is also an α-quality cut sparsifier -i.e. if h is the cut function of G , then hK (A) ≤ h (A) ≤ αhK (A) for all A ⊂ K. So the existential and constructive results that we present here are a strengthening of previous results. So suppose that G is an α-quality flow sparsifier:
Then the min-cut max-flow theorem implies that there is a flow r feasible in G such that the total demand crossing the (demand) cut (A, K − A) is exactly hK (A). But this flow r cannot be feasible in G because the cut (A, K − A) has capacity h (A) in G which is strictly smaller than the demand crossing the cut. So this implies congG( r) ≤ 1 < cong G ( r) which is a contradiction.
which is a contradiction.
GOOD FLOW SPARSIFIERS EXIST
We prove that there exist flow sparsifiers that preserve the congestion of all multicommodity flows within an O( log k log log k )-factor, and this bound improves to O(1) if G excludes any fixed minor. This is a strengthening of previous results, which only guarantee that the value of minimum cuts separating any partition of the terminals is preserved. We prove this through a zero-sum game between an extension player and a congestion player. This game is similar to the one introduced in [14] , but because the game will be played over the space of multicommodity flows we will need a more intricate argument.
0-Extensions
We give some preliminary definitions, before introducing the 0-extension problem, originally formulated by Karzanov [12] :
So a 0-extension f is a clustering of the nodes in V into sets, with the property that each set contains exactly one terminal. And G f results from collapsing each cluster corresponding to a terminal and preserving all edges joining distinct clusters.
Claim 4. For any 0-extension f , and for any demand vector
Roughly, contracting an edge can only make routing easier. The goal of the 0-extension problem is to find a 0-extension f that minimizes
) over all such functions. Karzanov gave a (semi)metric relaxation of the 0-extension problem [12] :
Let OP T * denote the value of an optimal solution to the above linear programming relaxation of the 0-extension problem. Also let OP T denote the value of an optimal solution to the 0-extension problem. Clearly OP T * ≤ OP T . Calinescu, Karloff and Rabani [6] were the first to give bounds on the integrality gap of this linear program for general graphs, and proved an O(log k) bound. We will make use of an improved bound due to Fakcharoenphol, Harrelson, Rao and Talwar:
We will use the above theorem to show that, existentially, there is a graph H that that is an O( log k log log k )-quality flow sparsifier. In fact, this graph will be a convex combination of 0-extensions graphs G f of G.
We will also use a theorem due to Calinescu, Karloff and Rabani which gives a O(1) bound when G excludes a fixed minor:
A Zero-Sum Game
We can define the unit congestion polytope PG with respect to G as:
We will also be interested in the boundary
The set DG of realizable metric spaces is clearly convex.
Claim 5. The number of vertices in the polytope DG is finite.
Proof. To prove this claim, consider the polytope PG. This polytope can be realized as the projection of a higher dimensional polytope (that actually finds the realization of each multicommodity flow, and uses flow-conservation constraints as opposed to an explicit decomposition into flow paths). This higher dimensional polytope has a (polynomial in n, k) number of constraints, and hence a finite number of vertices and this implies that the projected polytope PG also has a finite number of vertices. Each distinct facet of PG contains a distinct subset of the vertices of PG, and hence the number of facets of PG is also finite. The facets of PG are exactly the polar duals to the vertices of DG, and this implies the claim.
Given an undirected, capacitated graph G = (V, E) and a set K ⊂ V of terminals, an extension player (P1) and a cut player (P2) play the following zero-sum game that we will refer to as the extension-congestion game:
The extension player (P1) chooses a 0-extension f The congestion player (P2) chooses a vertex d r of DG We write d r for a vertex of DG because we will use r to denote a vertex of PG that the half-space perpendicular to d r contains. Equivalently, r is a multicommodity flow that is feasible in G and for which P (a,b) r a,b d r (a, b) = 1. Given a strategy f for P1 and a strategy d r for P2, P2 wins
The advantage of restricting the congestion player's strategies to be vertices of DG is that the joint strategy space of the game is finite, so we can apply the standard Min-Max Theorem for finite strategy space games, rather than more general Min-Max Theorems for arbitrary convex spaces that are not necessarily characterized as the convex hull of a finite number of points.
Definition 8. Let ν denote the game value of the extensioncongestion game
Proof. Using von Neumann's Min-Max Theorem, we can bound the game value by bounding the cost of P1's best response to any fixed, randomized strategy for P2. So consider any randomized strategy μ for P2. μ is just a probability distribution on vertices of DG. We can define a semi-metric
Then using the theorem due to Fakcharoenphol, Harrelson, Rao and Talwar [9] , there exists a 0-extension f such that
Then suppose P1 plays such a strategy f :
Note also that we can replace the application of the theorem due to [9] in the zero-sum game above, and use instead the theorem due to [6] . And in the case in which G excludes Kr,r as a minor, this gives us an improved bound of ν ≤ O(r 2 ) on the game value. Proof. We can again apply von Neumann's Min-Max Theorem, and get that there exists a distribution γ on 0-
Then let
So for all d r ∈ DG, we have that
≤ ν And using strong duality (and the dual for maximum concurrent flow given in Section 2):
In fact, these flow sparsifiers are generated as a convex combination of 0-extension graphs G f . As we noted earlier, this theorem can be immediately applied to the reduction in [14] to get an improved competitive ratio of Steiner oblivious routing:
Informally, this improvement comes from considering the question of finding an H that embeds with low-congestion into G directly, rather than constructing an H that approximates the terminal cut function and then relying on bounds on the max-flow min-cut ratio for maximum concurrent flow problems. This improves upon the previous bound by an O(log k) factor.
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTIONS
Here we give algorithms to construct O( log 2 k log log k )-quality flow sparsifiers in general graphs. The quality of these flow sparsifiers improves upon the quality of the cut sparsifiers constructed in [14] by a factor ofÕ(log 1.5 k). We accomplish this by leveraging the improved existential result in Section 3 to write a stronger linear program for the problem of constructing a good quality flow sparsifier, and from this we can simplify the approximate separation oracles needed. 
We defer the proof of this theorem to the full version of our paper.
OBLIVIOUS DUAL CERTIFICATES
Here we introduce the notion of oblivious dual certificates, which we use to prove super-constant congestion lower bounds against many multicommodity flows at once. We give a concrete example to illustrate the applications of such certificates in proving lower bounds on the quality of flow sparsifiers.
Definition 9. For a 0-extension f and a ∈ K, f −1 (a) = {u ∈ V |f (u) = a} and size(a) = |f −1 (a)| So the size of a terminal a ∈ K is just the number of vertices in V that are mapped to a by the 0-extension f . We let G = (V, E) be a constant degree expander on n nodes and choose any k terminals where k = n √ log * n . We need to prove that for every graph G = P f γ(f )G f , the minimum congestion embedding of G into G is superconstant. Strong duality implies that for any graph G , there is a dual certificate (i.e. a metric space) that provides a lower bound on the congestion of embedding G into G, and this certificate actually achieves the optimum congestion. Optimal dual certificates for different flows can look quite different, and we can't hope to solve a linear program to find an optimal dual certificate for every possible G in the space of our proof! Instead, we give a single sub-optimal dual certificate that proves every G = P f γ(f )G f (that does not have too much total capacity) requires super-constant congestion (at least Ω( p log * k)) in order to embed into G. We refer to such a certificate, informally, as an oblivious dual certificate. Such a certificate provides a super-constant lower bound for the quality of many flow sparsifiers at once.
Lemma 2. There is a fixed metric space d such that for all
0-extensions f , either d certifies that G f requires congestion at least Ω( p log * k) in order to embed in G or G f has at least n 10
edges.
Why does this lemma imply what we are after? In general, given two demands f1 and f2 (on just the terminal set), if we have a lower bound of C for the congestion of embedding each fi into G this does not imply a lower bound of C for the congestion of embedding a convex combination of f1 and f2 into G. The function congG() is sub-additive. But if the metric spaces that certify a lower bound of C for f1 and f2 respectively, are the same then this metric space also certifies a lower bound of C for any convex combination of f1 and f2. This is easy to see from the dual (given in Section 2) to the maximum concurrent flow problem, because any metric space d certifies that the congestion of embedding f into G is at least
and this is a linear function in the demand vector f . In fact, the oblivious dual certificate that yields the above lemma is particularly simple: Choose d to be the shortest path metric (on G) resulting from placing a unit of distance on every edge in G.
Roughly, we will prove the above lemma by assuming that the metric space d does not certify that G f requires congestion at least Ω( p log * k) in order to embed in G. This will constrain how the neighborhood of any terminal in G f can grow, and we will piece these local constraints together to demonstrate that an appropriately rooted breadth-first search tree cannot grow too quickly, and thus G f contains too many edges.
Proof. We prove this through contradiction. Suppose there is a 0-extension f for which there are at most n 10 total edges (counted with multiplicity) in G f , and the cost of the oblivious dual certificate against G f is at most O( p log * k). Given such a 0-extension f we will construct a breadthfirst search tree in G f . First, we decide how to root such a breadth first search tree. We first prove that there is a terminal a ∈ K of size at least . This will be the root of our breadth-first search tree:
edges (counted with multiplicity), then there is a terminal a ∈ K of size at least 3n 4 Proof. We prove this by contradiction: assume that there is no terminal a of size at least . We know that P a size(a) = n because any 0-extension f is a clustering of all |V | = n nodes in G. And in particular, there is at most one terminal a of size strictly greater than n 2
. And the size of any such terminal is at most we have at most double counted edges). This is a contradiction, because we have assumed that G f has at most n 10 edges counted with multiplicity So there is a terminal a of size at least 3n 4 , and of course such a terminal is unique. So we construct the breadth-first search tree (starting at the root a) in the graph G f . Let this tree be Ta. Each node in Ta is a terminal. We assume that the constraint P
is satisfied and from this we will give a recurrence for how quickly Ta can grow at each depth depending on the number of terminals at earlier depths. Let E i f be the edges of Ta that join levels i and i + 1. By assumption (and because
And from this, we will prove that there are at least L = O( p log * k) levels in the breath-first search tree Ta before Ta reaches at least k 2 terminals.
Claim 7. If all nodes in G have at most constant degree then for any node u ∈ V , and any natural number p, for any set
We can immediately apply this claim, to show that Ta cannot grow too quickly, otherwise there will be some level i where just the edges connecting level i to level i + 1 provide a large value for the oblivious dual certificate already. So suppose that there are r terminals on level i of Ta. For each terminal iq in this set {i1, i2, ...ir} ⊂ K let di q be the number of distinct terminals in level i + 1 that iq is adjacent to (in G f ). Using the above claim:
So because G f does not have too large a cost against the oblivious dual certificate (and
If we fix P
Note that the number of terminals at level i + 1 is at most Di. Let m1, m2, ... be the number of terminals at level 1, 2, ... respectively. Then we get the constraint mi+1 log
This constraint implies that the number of terminals at a given level is maximized by making the number of terminals on every earlier level as large as possible subject to the constraint. We can compute the recurrence:
where log (i) k is the iterated logarithm. So in order to reach at least , where the size of a subset of terminals is defined to be the sum of the sizes of each terminal in the set. Because a / ∈ Ai, and the size of a is at least edges. Because the tree Ta is a breadth-first search tree, each edge with exactly one endpoint in f −1 (Ai) must join level i to level i + 1 in the breadth-first search tree. So if we sum the number of edges with exactly one endpoint in f −1 (Ai) over all i ≤ L, we have counted each edge in G f at most once, and we have counted at least kL 2 = ω(n) edges. And this is not possible, because there are at most Θ(n) edges in G f .
We can leverage this lemma to prove an Ω( p log * k) lower bound on the quality of flow sparsifiers for G, provided that these flow sparsifiers are generated as a convex combination of 0-extension graphs, but this is not the result we are after.
The proof of our main theorem will follow the same pattern as outlined above: We will choose an oblivious dual certificate that is (roughly) a shortest path metric of an expander. This oblivious dual certificate will constrain how the neighborhood of a terminal in a good flow sparsifier can grow. We can then piece together these local constraints to get a global contradiction. Of course here we were able to use a natural notion of how quickly the neighborhood of a terminal grows, because we computed the breadth-first search tree and interpreted the oblivious dual certificate as a constraint on each level in the tree. Yet when we place no restriction on how a flow sparsifier is generated, we will require a more intricate notion of "how a neighborhood grows" that will revolve around how much flow can be sent to neighbors on only short paths, using local paths.
LIMITS TO FLOW SPARSIFICATION
Here we give a graph G = (V, E) and a subset K ⊂ V of size k for which every flow sparsifier H has quality Ω(log log k). This lower bound is unrestricted, and makes no assumptions on how H is generated.
The Graph G
Here we define the graph G = (V, E), and highlight the properties of G that will be used in proving an Ω(log log k) lower bound using this graph. G is generated from another graph G = (K, E(G )). Set x = log 1/3 n and let k = n x
. We choose G = (K, E(G )) to be an x-regular graph that has
For each node u ∈ G , we denote the set of neighbors of u in G as Γ(u). Additionally, order this set arbitrarily (for each node u), and let Γ i (u) be the i th neighbor of u in G . This labeling scheme need not be consistent, and node u can label a neighbor v as the i
, add an edge in G connecting ui and vj. See Figure 1a .
Definition 10. Let CG be the total capacity in G and let Δ(G) be the maximum degree of G. Also let CH be the total capacity in H.
Definition 11. Let distG(u, v) and dist G (u, v) be the natural shortest path distances on G, G respectively
We will need a number of properties of G in order to prove an Ω(log log k) lower bound:
Girth and Capacity Surgery
Let H = (K, E(H)) be an arbitrary flow sparsifier. We will argue that if all matchings M in G can be routed in H with congestion at most 1, then congG( H) = Ω(log log k). We do not assume anything structurally about H, so there are many different ways in which the demand H can result in super-constant congestion. We will need a complex argument to handle this, and ultimately we will reduce computing a lower bound on congG( H) to a more structured embedding question about cut-width. Given H, we fix the optimal embedding of H into G. This is a min-congestion routing of H in G. Each edge (u, v) ∈ E(H) is mapped to a flow in G from u to v of value cH (u, v).
We can decompose such a flow from u to v in G into paths. We refer to such a decomposition as a path decomposition, and we assume that this decomposition uses only simple paths.
Definition 12. We call an edge (u, v) ∈ E(H) girthrouted if at least
c H (u,v) 2
flow (of the cH (u, v) total flow) from u to v is routed using paths (in G) of length at least
girth(G ) 4 .
Definition 13. Let H = (K, E(H )) be the graph defined by deleting all girth-routed edges in H. Let Cgr be the total capacity of girth-routed edges in H -i.e. the total capacity deleted from H to obtain H .
If H O(1)-approximates the congestion of all multicommodity flows in G, then the total capacity in H must be O(k). This is true because each node u ∈ K has degree 1 in G, and so if the total capacity in H is ω(k) then there is a node u ∈ K which is incident to ω(1) total units of capacity, and even just routing the demands in H incident to u would incur ω(1) congestion in G.
Given this, we know that if H O(1)-approximates the congestion of all multicommodity flows in G, then on average edges (u, v) in G must be able to route a unit flow from u to v using constant length paths. Otherwise we could construct a matching M in which all edges need super-constant length paths to route a unit flow in H, and this flow would not be feasible in H because there would be Ω(k) pairs each using ω(1) units of capacity -but H has only O(k) total capacity.
We need to formalize this notion, that edges in G must on average use short paths (and in fact a stronger condition, that edges in G must also not route flow in H that reaches nodes that are too far away according to the shortest path metric in G ). So we set D = log 2/3 n. 
We call an edge (u, v) ∈ E(G ) good if u can send at least 1 2 unit of flow to v using only good paths in H , and otherwise we call edge (u, v) bad.
Note that the definition of a good edge is with respect to flows in H , not H. We need this for a technical reason. = Ω( log n log log n ). So the total capacity used in routing H into G is at least Ω( n log 1/3 n log log n ). And CG ≤ 2n so this implies that congG( H) ≥ Ω( log 1/3 n log log n ). So we can conclude that Cgr ≤ k log 1/3 n
Matchings that are Difficult to Route
We will use the following elementary lemma to simplify the case analysis:
Proof. Let M be a maximal matching using only edges in F . Then let A be the set of terminals that are matched in M , and let B be the remaining terminals. No edge in F can have both endpoints in B, because otherwise M would not be maximal. So all edges in F are adjacent to a terminal in A. Because G is x-regular, the number of edges in E(G ) adjacent to some terminal in A is at most |A|x, and this must be at least the size of F . So |A|x ≥ ckx In particular, |A| ≥ ck, and every terminal in A is matched in M so there are at least . We can use the above lemma to find a matching M ⊂ F so that |M | = k 8 . M is a matching, so M is routable with congestion at most 1 in G, and so must also be routable with congestion at most 1 in H.
For each edge (u, v) ∈ M , set yu,v = 1. Then using Case 2, Cgr ≤ k log 1/3 n = o(k). Deleting any edge (a, b) ∈ E(H) of capacity cH(a, b) affects at most cH (a, b) units of flow in the routing of M in H because M can be routed in H with congestion at most 1. So we can set y u,v as the amount of flow remaining using the same routing scheme for M in H as for M in H, just deleting paths that traverse some girth-routed edge in H (which is deleted in order to obtain H ).
|M | = k 8
and so 
So there must be log log n. Notice that the total capacity in H , C H is at most the total capacity in H, CH (because H resulted from H by deleting girth-routed edges). And the total capacity in H is at least k 32×c 2 log log n. But then
log log n > k c1 log log n ≥ CH using Case 1, and we have a contradiction
Case 3b
Suppose that there are k 32 total units of flow on paths in H that reach a node a that is distance at least D from one of the two endpoints u or v of the path.
Consider any such path, Pu,v in H that is carrying λ units of flow from y u,v . Suppose that a is the first node So for each flow path carrying λ units of flow, we have added λ demand to some coordinate in r.
Claim 9. r is routable in H with congestion at most 1 Proof. We constructed r demands based on a flow f (M ) of congestion at most 1 in H , and the same routing scheme for f (M ) that achieved congestion at most 1 in H also achieves congestion at most 1 in H. We then constructed demands by deleting segments of the flow paths -i.e. in the above example we preserved only the sub-path of Pu,v from u to a and deleted the rest of the path. This flow resulting from deleting sub-paths still has congestion 1 in H and also satisfies the demands r.
Notice that for every path carrying λ flow we have added a demand equal to this flow value λ between two nodes u, a ∈ K which are distance at least D apart in G -i.e. dist G (u, a) ≥ D.
Consider the minimum congestion embedding of the demand vector r into G. We can construct an oblivious dual certificate that certifies r has large congestion in G: for each edge in G, place a unit of distance on this edge.
The total distance × capacity units used is CG ≤ 2n. And we note that distG (u, v 
D.

This implies congG( H) ≥ congG( r) ≥ Ω(k)D 2n
= Ω(log 1/3 n). So we can conclude using Case 3a and 3b that there are at most kx 4 bad edges in G .
Cut-Width
So we can remove all bad edges in G from consideration, and there are at least kx 4 good edges remaining. This implies that there is a terminal a ∈ G that is incident to at least x 2 good edges. Consider such a terminal a.
Let Γ good (a) be the set of neighbors u of a for which the edge (u, a) ∈ E(G ) is good. We can define the induced path P good as the path on just Γ good in the order in which these nodes are labeled according to Γ. So C i forms a partition of the set of terminals that are distance at most D (since girth(G ) >> D) from terminal a in G , and for each component C i there is a terminal c ∈ C i that is adjacent to a in G and for which (a, c) is a good edge.
We construct a graph B in which we add a node for a, and a node i for each component C i . For each edge in H from a node C i to a node in C j , we add an edge in B of the same capacity connecting the node i to the node j (and we allow parallel edges). See Figure 1b .
Intuitively, in B we allow routing within C i for free. But because each node i in B contains a terminal c which is a neighbor of a and for which (a, c) is a good edge, terminal a must be able to send at least 1 2 units of flow from a to terminal c in H using paths that do not reach any other node distance more than D from terminal a (according to dist G ) and using only paths of length at most 1 c 2 log log n. Because in B we allow routing within C i for free, and have only removed nodes that are too far from a to be on any good path, in the graph B we must be able to send at least 1 2 units of flow of flow from a to i using paths of length at most 1 c 2 log log n. So consider the path P good defined on {a} ∪ Γ good (a) in which nodes in Γ good are visited according to the order defined by Γ(a). We will prove a lower bound on the minimum cut-width embedding of B into P good . This will imply a cutwidth lower bound on embedding B into Pa, and because every edge in H routes at least (and consequently every edge in B connecting a node i to a node j must traverse the sub-path ai, ai+1, ...aj in Pa), and so this implies a lower
